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Efeito de testagem em contexto universitário: Estudo da influência do formato 

de teste e questionamento repetido 

 

Os testes parecem promover a retenção a longo-prazo, fenómeno conhecido como o 

efeito de testagem. Face à robustez do efeito tem crescido o interesse em transferir o efeito 

obtido em laboratório para o contexto educacional. Sabe-se que o formato do teste (escolha 

múltipla ou completamento de frases) modula o tamanho do efeito e que a testagem pode 

promover a retenção de matéria relacionada. Este estudo pretendeu examinar o papel da 

testagem repetida através de minitestes semanais no desempenho académico dos alunos numa 

frequência. Setenta e cinco estudantes universitários responderam a 6 minitestes semanais, 

cada um abrangendo os tópicos dum capítulo do manual. Então, realizaram uma frequência 

que avaliava todos os tópicos, através de questões Repetidas, Relacionadas e Novas. Os 

resultados mostraram que os alunos responderam melhor às perguntas Repetidas (M =.72) e 

Relacionadas (M =.71) do que às Novas (M =.61). Questões de escolha múltipla nos 

minitestes produziram maior efeito de testagem na frequência do que as de completamento. 

Os resultados suportam as evidências de que o efeito de testagem se aplica ao contexto 

educacional, não só para questões repetidas, mas também para questões relacionadas, em 

comparação com questões novas. 

Palavras-chave: Efeito de testagem, educação, testes, facilitação 
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Testing effect on a college course: Examining test format and repeated 

questioning 

 

Testing seems to benefit long-term retention, a phenomenon known as the testing 

effect. There is a growing interest on transferring the testing effect to the classroom. Test 

format [multiple-choice (MC) or short-answer (SA)] is known to modify the enhancement of 

testing, and testing may also promote retention of non-tested material. This study aimed to 

examine the role of repeated testing through weekly quizzes in student’s performance on an 

intermediate test with tested and related non-tested questions, when comparing them to new 

questions. We also wanted to clarify the effect of question format on later retention. 75 

college students answered 6 weekly quizzes comprising the topics of a book chapter each. 

Then, they had an intermediate test about all the 6 topics, with Repeated (RP), Related (RL), 

and New (N) questions). Overall results showed that students’ performance was better for RP 

(M= .72) and for RL (M= .71) than for N (M= .61). When quizzes were in MC format, testing 

effect was larger than if SA format. Results support not only the evidence that the testing 

effect is transferable to the classroom, but also that testing may benefit student’s performance 

both on tested and related questions when compared to new questions. 

Keywords: Testing effect, retrieval-induced facilitation, education, quiz 
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Testing effect on a college course: Examining test format and repeated questioning 

 

The testing effect refers to the enhancement of later retention after engaging on 

retrieval practice, or testing (Roediger & Karpicke, 2006b). Many studies have found 

evidence for the testing effect with different materials: pictures (Wheeler & Roediger, 1992), 

paired-associated words (Jacoby, 1978) and more recently with educational-relevant material, 

like prose passages (Agarwal, Karpicke, Kang, Roediger, & McDermott, 2008; McDaniel, 

Thomas, Agarwal, McDermott, & Roediger, 2013; Roediger & Karpicke, 2006a; Roediger & 

Marsh, 2005) or definitions of concepts (Rawson, Dunlosky, & Sciartelli, 2013) and even 

cardio-pulmonary resuscitation skills (Kromann, Bohnstedt, Jensen, & Ringsted, 2010). In 

fact, it seems that the testing effect occurs independently of the type of material learned 

(Rowland, 2014). Through the past decade, there has been a growing interest on the testing 

effect, both in the laboratory and in applied contexts (e.g., classrooms), with different 

approaches. In fact, the phenomenon has been given so much attention that there was a 

recently interest in understanding its processes through studies that explore its neural 

correlates (van den Broek, Takashima, Segers, Fernández, & Verhoeven, 2013; Wing, Marsh, 

& Cabeza, 2013). 

 

Testing effect in educational settings 

Effective long-term learning is the main goal of education and a lifelong pursuit. 

Studies with educational-relevant material have obvious practical implications regarding the 

enhanced learning from testing (e.g., how many test students should take). Despite the 

growing interest on this topic, there are still few studies examining the testing effect in 

educational settings (McDaniel, Roediger, & McDermott, 2007). Nevertheless, the finding 

that the testing effect is applicable to classroom context seems too convincing to be 

unconsidered. Although most participants of these studies are young adults or college students 

(McDaniel et al., 2007; Glass, Ingate, & Sinha, 2013), there are also evidence for testing 

effect benefits with middle-school students (McDaniel et al., 2013) and older adults (Meyer & 

Logan, 2013). An interesting finding is that students seem to be unaware of the testing effect 

and predict they will be more successful when engaging on repeated study (Agarwal et al., 

2008; Roediger & Karpicke, 2006a). In fact, most students seem to engage in repeated 

reading rather than self-testing or retrieval practice while studying (Karpicke, Butler, & 
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Roediger, 2009). More, it seems that these habits tend to be carried out through life, 

suggesting that even away from the time-pressure caused by exams, people do not use the best 

strategies to enhance self-regulated learning (Yan, Thai, & Bjork, 2014). 

Students are continually exposed to evaluations and they typically are graded through 

tests from kindergarten to college. Tests may enhance long-term retention directly or 

indirectly, either by enhancing students awareness of the contents they might know better or 

worse, allowing a more effective study, either by reducing test anxiety (Agarwal, D’Antonio, 

Roediger, McDermott, & McDaniel, 2014). Even so, tests usually only have a grading 

purpose (McDaniel et al., 2007; Roediger & Karpicke, 2006b; Roediger & Butler, 2011). 

Findings on the testing effect in the classroom are known since the classic studies of 

Gates (1917) or Spitzer (1939), but it was assumed for a very long time that learning only 

occurred during study sessions. The results from Tulving (1967) study with lists of words 

showed that learning also occurred during tests, and recent findings replicated them with a 

more controlled procedure (Roediger & Butler, 2011; Roediger & Karpicke, 2006b). In 

general, when compared to a repeated-study condition (i.e. the participants read several times 

the material to be tested later), a repeated-test condition (i.e. the participants read the material 

once which is tested several times before a final test) enhances later retention of the material. 

Although they perform poorly on an immediate test (e.g., 5 min after study), participants 

perform better on a later test (e.g., 2 days or 1 week later) (Roediger & Karpicke, 2006b). The 

testing effect occurs both with between-subjects designs (like the previous example) and 

within-subjects designs. When within-subjects designs are used, participants are exposed to 

the material, but only part is tested, while other part is not tested (e.g., Kang, McDermott, & 

Roediger, 2007). Participants perform better in a long-term retention test for the materials that 

were previously tested. One might think that the testing effect occurs because participants are 

more exposed to the material during testing trials, justifying their better performance 

compared to a trial of repeated study. Rowland’s recent meta-analysis (2014), based on 

studies with a restudy control condition (thus, time of exposure controlled), indicates the 

reliability of the testing effect and rules out the mere exposure effect as its source. 

According to Roediger and Butler (2011), the increased retention caused by repeated 

retrieval seems to depend on several factors, such as the interval between successive retrievals 

or the number of successful retrievals. Spaced testing seems to have larger and longer-lasting 

effects on retention than massed testing within a session (Rawson et al., 2013). Even if there 
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is evidence suggesting retention enhancement by a single test (Carpenter & DeLosh, 2006), 

there is also research showing the benefits of repeated testing over single test (Roediger & 

Karpicke, 2006a). Curiously, the results from Rowland’s meta-analysis (2014) showed that 

the size effect of a single test is similar with the one caused by multiple test. Also, it supports 

the idea that the testing effect is greater for longer retention intervals (larger magnitude 

effects), but suggests “testing reliably benefits retention compared with restudy even at short 

intervals” (p. 1449). 

 

Question format 

As Kang et al. (2007) point out, the type of questions is an important aspect to 

consider regarding the testing effect. For example, Roediger and Marsh (2005) used a total of 

36 nonfiction passages that spanned a variety of topics (e.g., science, famous people, history, 

places and animals) to create multiple-choice (MC) questions with a variable number of 

options (0, 2, 4, 6), where only one answer was correct. College undergraduates read half of 

the passages (counterbalanced in two groups of 18 passages) and were tested in all of them 

(questions about non-read passages were control), then took a filler task before a final cued-

recall test. Results showed that more questions were answered correctly when participants had 

read the relevant passages and when tested with fewer alternatives (on the MC tests). On the 

final cued recall test, there was a strong testing effect for read passages and there were more 

wrong answers on questions with more options, which might suggest that there may be a 

negative interference of the wrong answers when a MC question has many options (negative 

suggestion). This study makes note of possible negative effects of multiple-choice questions. 

Even so, according to Bjork, Little and Storm (2014), multiple-choice testing may prove to be 

a desirable difficulty in the classroom, as it enhances not only the retention of tested 

information, but also of conceptually similar information. 

Kang et al. (2007) also examined whether multiple-choice (MC) or short-answer 

(SA) tests lead to better later retention. Their results (Exp. 1), showed that on a final test, even 

though both MC and SA tests lead to a testing effect, having a MC test as retrieval practice 

led to better performance than if the test was in SA format, but the MC retrieval practice 

condition did not differ significantly from the read condition. In a second experiment, to 

examine the effect of feedback after a testing trial on a final test, the authors included 

feedback after each question on the intervening tests. The results showed that taking an SA 

retrieval practice test with corrective feedback produced the best final test performance for 
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both MC and SA formats (Kang et al., 2007 – Exp. 2). These findings support the idea that 

recall tests are more beneficial for subsequent retention than recognition tests or additional 

study. McDaniel, Anderson, Derbish and Morrisette (2007) found similar evidence in an 

experiment conducted with students enrolled in an online course, comprising educational 

materials (40-page reading assignment from a textbook). They found that even in a variable 

environment such as the educational context, SA weekly quizzes produced a greater testing 

effect than MC weekly quizzes (both with immediate feedback). 

Immediate feedback after retrieval practice (test or quizzes) may also nullify the 

interference of wrong answers given, helping students perform better on a final test (Butler & 

Roediger, 2008). In educational settings, however, students cannot always be provided 

immediate corrective feedback. Kornell (2014) examined the effects of delayed feedback on 

learning word pairs and more meaningful stimuli (e.g., trivia questions). The results suggest 

that the beneficial effects of feedback are found even when it is delayed up to one day. 

Also, one might assume that the testing effect is similar to the generation effect 

(Slamecka & Graf, 1978) – generating items during an initial learning phase often enhances 

performance on a memory test, – considering that SA questions can be a generation task. 

Even so, there are differences between both effects, as generation requires retrieval from 

semantic memory but testing requires retrieval from episodic memory (Rowland, 2014), 

through intentional retrieval. Karpicke and Zaromb’s (2010) manipulated the instruction 

given to participants (whether explicitly to retrieve items from a previously learned list; or to 

generate them from semantic memory). They found that explicit instruction to engage in 

intentional retrieval led to a better performance than the generation tasks on later retention, 

indicating a difference in the magnitude of the effect. Rowland (2014) states that the design of 

the study may influence the magnitude of both generation effect and testing effect, with the 

first appearing larger in within-subjects designs (see Bertsch, Pesta, Wiscott, & McDaniel, 

2007) and the latter being larger in between-subjects designs. 

 

Theories on the testing effect 

Theoretical explanations for the testing effect have focused on the transfer-

appropriate processing hypothesis and on the elaborative retrieval hypothesis (Roediger & 

Butler, 2011; Rowland, 2014). Transfer-appropriate processing states that memory 

performance is enhanced when the cognitive processes involved during retrieval (testing) 
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match those used at encoding (study) moment. The elaborative retrieval hypothesis posits that 

the testing effect occurs because an effortful retrieval of information leads to elaboration of 

the memory trace and/or creates additional retrieval routes or pathways, making the 

information more likely to be retrieved later. Results from different studies (Carpenter & 

DeLosh 2006; McDaniel et al., 2007; Kang et al., 2007) present evidence against the transfer-

appropriate processing hypothesis, but in favor of the elaborative retrieval hypothesis. 

For example, Carpenter and DeLosh (2006) explored whether the magnitude of the 

testing effect would reflect the match between retrieval practice tests format and final tests 

format. They compared matching (final test in the same format as the retrieval practice) and 

mismatching (final test in different format as the retrieval practice) conditions, founding that 

retention was not enhanced for matching, relative to mismatching, which is contrary to the 

transfer-appropriate–processing hypothesis (experiment 1). More, these authors controlled 

individual item difficulty and manipulated the number of cues present, finding that retrieval 

practice seems most beneficial to final retention when it provides more potential for 

elaborative processing (experiment 3). 

In the meta-analysis conducted by Rowland (2014), “initial–final test match did not 

yield a reliable increase in the magnitude of the testing effect” (p. 1447) comparing to 

mismatching, suggesting once more that transfer-appropriate processing hypothesis may not 

be the best to explain the testing effect. Besides, the results seem to support the prediction that 

more effortful tests (recall relatively to recognition) should produce larger testing effects.   

 

Testing effect on related material 

Besides the effects of testing on tested material, there are findings showing that 

retrieval practice may also promote retention of related non-tested material - retrieval-induced 

facilitation (Chan, McDermott, & Roediger, 2006). Results also show an impairment on 

retention of related non-tested material - retrieval-induced forgetting (Chan, 2009, 2010). 

Chan (2009) tried to understand when testing did led to retrieval-induced forgetting and when 

did it let to retrieval-induced facilitation of related non-tested materials. He manipulated the 

level of integration invoked at encoding (refers to the level the tested items can be associated 

to the related non-tested items) and the length of delay between retrieval practice and the final 

test, two conditions that may affect these phenomena (e.g., high levels of integration could 

eliminate the retrieval-induced forgetting). The results suggested that when the final test 
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occurs after 24 hours, participants in a high integration condition may benefit of a retrieval-

induced facilitation; but when it occurs after 20 minutes, participants in a short delay low 

integration can experience retrieval-induced forgetting. This information may be useful for 

students to increase the positive effect of retrieval practice (e.g., performing retrieval practice 

immediately before an exam should be avoided, especially if the to-be-tested materials are 

similar to the ones practiced) (for more details, see Chan, 2009). Chan (2010) also found that 

the retrieval-induced facilitation may be present after a long-term interval (7 days). However, 

Chan’s studies were not conducted with authentic educational materials, as was the recent 

study by Wooldridge, Bugg, McDaniel, and Liu (2014). These authors found that although 

there were benefits for repeated information previously tested, topically related information 

did not benefit from the testing effect with educational materials. Even so, not even this study 

was conducted in genuine educational settings. 

Extending the testing effect to educational settings can help improving students’ 

long-term learning, since it can be a tool used by educators or students themselves (e.g., to 

guide their study). Hence, this study aims to examine the role of repeated testing in students’ 

performance on an intermediate test with repeated tested questions as well as related non-

tested questions. We intend also to clarify the effect of question type (MC vs. SA) on later 

retention in everyday educational settings. Students’ performance should be better for tested 

questions than for non-tested questions, and the benefits of testing may also occur for related 

questions when comparing with non-tested questions. If no feedback is provided, MC 

questions are expected to produce a stronger testing effect than SA questions. 
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Method 

Participants 

Seventy-five students (60 female and 15 male) participated in this experiment. 

Students were enrolled on the first year course of Psychology of Memory, a course of the 

Graduation in Psychology (University of Minho, Portugal). Participants completed all of the 

evaluation components of the course and agreed to participate in the study. 

 

Materials 

Questions were constructed based on Memory (Baddeley, Eysenck, & Anderson, 

2009 - Brazilian Portuguese translation), the adopted textbook for the course of Psychology of 

Memory. The course, Psychology of Memory, was organized in 14 weeks of contact with the 

students (classes), with an hour block on Mondays and two hour block on Thursdays. The 

course comprised 12 topics on Human Memory, based on 12 chapters of the adopted 

textbook. 

The assessment methods for the course comprised 12 Quizzes (Q), 2 Intermediate 

Tests (IT) and 1 Final Exam (FE). Each Q comprised 10 questions about one topic, each IT 

comprised questions about six topics, and the FE aggregates questions about all of the 12 

topics. Quizzes, Intermediate Tests and the Final Exam determined 30%, 30% and 40% of 

students’ final grade on the course. This study took into account results from the first 6 

Quizzes and the first Intermediate Test. 

Each Quizz was 10 questions long, either multiple-choice (MC) or short-answer1 

(SA), and comprised a book chapter (e.g., Working Memory). The Intermediate Test was 

composed of 72 questions (both MC and SA), 12 per each chapter. From those 12 questions, 4 

were Repeated questions (RP), 4 were Related questions (RL), and 4 were New questions (N). 

Questions consisted of a statement with a missing part, which students had to fill in, either 

writing it down on the blank space (SA questions – e.g., In his study, Hermann Ebbinghaus 

(1885) used ___ as stimuli.) or choosing the right answer to fill the blank space from four 

different given options (MC questions – e.g., In his study, Hermann Ebbinghaus (1885) used 

___ as stimuli. (a) words; (b) nonsense syllables; (c) monosyllables; (d) acronyms). 

The Repeated questions (2 MC and 2 SA per chapter) were chosen based on the 

following criterion: proportion of correct answers on Quizzes ranged between .49 and .80, so 

                                                 
1 In this study, each question was a sentence with missing information (blank space). Students should complete 

the sentence with the missing concept. In this sense SA questions were sentence completion questions, where 

students must write the answer, filling the blank space (see example in text above) 
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that questions were not too easy (proportion of correct answers above .80), avoiding a ceiling 

effect, but also not too difficult (proportion of correct answers below .49), avoiding a floor 

effect.  In order to guarantee that MC and SA Repeated questions had the same difficulty, the 

means of MC questions and SA questions chosen were compared. No differences, t(11) = .42, 

p = .680, between the means of MC (MMC = .66, SD = .10) and SA questions (MSA = .65, SD 

= .09) were found. 

 

Table 1 - Example of type of question (correct answers in parenthesis) 

 
Type of question 

Repeated Related New 

Quiz 

In his study, Herman 

Ebbinghaus (1885) used 

_____ as stimuli. 

(nonsense syllables) 

According to the _____, the 

more time you spend 

studying a material, the 

more information you will 

store and retrieve. 

(total time hypothesis) 

- 

Intermediate 

Test 

In his study, Herman 

Ebbinghaus (1885) used 

_____ as stimuli. 

(nonsense syllables) 

If I want to get better on 

my writing skills by simply 

spending more time 

“writing”, I’m founding 

this knowledge on the 

_____.  

(total time hypothesis) 

The fact we know how to 

ride a bike, even when we 

don’t do it often, can be 

explained because this 

knowledge results from a 

_____ learning. 

(procedural) 

 

Design 

A within-subjects design was used. Type of question (Repeated, Related, New), 

question format (Multiple-Choice, Short-Answer) and format congruency (Same format on Q 

and IT, Different format on Q and IT) were the independent variables manipulated. 

The dependent variable was the proportion of correct answers on the questions 

presented in the Intermediate Test. 
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Procedure 

After a theoretical class about each topic, students answered weekly quizzes, 10 

questions long, comprising the same topic, with the interval between the class and the quiz 

being always three days. Question format was counterbalanced between two groups of 

students, A (N = 36) and B (N = 39), so that group A answered the Quizzes in this order: MC, 

SA, MC, SA, MC, and SA. Group B answered the same quizzes on the inverse order of group 

A. Students had 10 minutes to answer the Quiz. 

The Intermediate Test was 72 questions long that could be Repeated, Related or 

New. From each of the 4 Repeated, Related or New questions there were 2 MC questions and 

2 SA questions. In this way, for all students there were questions that were answered on the 

same format both on Quizz and Intermediate Test and questions that were answered on 

Different format, either MC on Quizz and SA on Intermediate Test, or SA on Quizz and MC 

on Intermediate Test. Students had 75 minutes to complete the Intermediate Test. 

Although the questions format (MC or SA) might vary, Repeated questions were 

exactly the same, both on Quizzes and Intermediate Test. The Related questions were 

constructed based on the same unit of a specific topic that was assessed on the Quizzes, but 

the question per se was different (meaning they would evaluate the same concept, though the 

wording for the question was different). New questions were totally new questions, based on 

topics not assessed on the Quizzes, serving as baseline performance for students on each 

topic. On table 1 there is an example of questions for chapter 4, about Memory and Learning. 

On each evaluation moment (Quiz and Intermediate Test) students were asked to 

predict how many questions they would answer correctly and to estimate the number of hours 

they had spent studying for that Quiz or Intermediate Test. 

 

Results 

Results focus on student’s performance on the Intermediate Test, and consider the 

type of question (Related, Repeated and New) as well as the questions format. Question 

format congruency (Same or Different) was explored, as well as the accuracy for repeated 

questions (on Quizzes and Intermediate Test). All analysis were performed using Microsoft 

Excel 2013 and IBM Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) software (version 22). 
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Students’ performance on the Intermediate Test 

On the Intermediate Test, students answered Repeated, Related and New questions, 

both on Multiple-choice format or Short-answer format. The mean proportions of correct 

answers for each type of question and question format are presented on Table 2. 

 

Table 2 – Mean proportion of correct answers on Intermediate Test according to question 

format 

 Repeated 

M (SD) 

Related 

M (SD) 

New 

M (SD) 

MC 

SA 

.76 (.16) 

.69 (.22) 

.77 (.13) 

.64 (.18) 

.80 (.13) 

.42 (.18) 

Note: MC= Multiple-choice; SA= Short-Answer.  

 

A 3 (Type of Question: Repeated, Related, New) x 2 (Question Format: Multiple-

Choice, Short-Answer) within-subjects ANOVA was conducted. Overall, there was a main 

effect for type of question, F(2, 73) = 49.24, p < .001, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .40. The pairwise comparisons 

revealed that students performed better for Repeated questions (Mrep = .72, SD = .18) than for 

New questions (Mnew = .61, SD = .13), p < .001, 95% CI [.08, .15]; and for Related questions 

(Mrel = .71, SD = .14) than for New questions, p < .001, 95% CI [.07, .13]. No differences 

were found between Repeated and Related questions, p = .57, 95% CI [-.01, .05]. 

Pairwise comparisons considering independently MC and SA questions, showed that 

within MC questions, no differences were found between students’ performance for Repeated, 

Related or New questions (p < .05 in all conditions). However, within SA questions, students 

performed significantly better for Repeated questions  than for New questions, p < .001, 95% 

CI [.22, .31]; and for Related questions than for New questions, p < .001, 95% CI [.18, .27]. 

No differences were found between Repeated and Related questions, p = .54, 95% CI [.00, 

.09]. 

There was also a main effect for question format, F(1, 74) = 296.02, p < .001, 𝜂𝑝
2  = 

.80, with students performing better on MC questions (MMC = .78, SD = .12) than on SA (MSA 

= .58, SD = .17) questions, p < .001, 95% CI [.17, .21]. Pairwise comparisons allowed to 

verify the same significant pattern of results (MMC>MSA) for each condition of type of 

questions (Repeated, Related, New), p < .001 (for all three conditions).  
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Finally there was an interaction between the variables type of question and question 

format, F(2, 73) = 100.39, p < .001, 𝜂𝑝
2  = .58. 

To examine if student’s performance on Repeated questions (on the Intermediate 

Test) is affected by question format on retrieval practice (i.e. Quiz), a one-way ANOVA for 

Repeated measures was conducted, F(2, 73) = 32.49, p < .001, 𝜂𝑝
2 = .31. There were no 

differences of student’s performance for Repeated questions either they had been answered in 

MC or SA (on the Quiz), p > .05, 95% CI [-.0003, .09]. The difference of students’ 

performance between New questions (Mnew = .61, SD = .13) and the repeated questions that 

were answered in MC format on the Quiz (Mrep = .75, SD = .21) was greater, p < .001, 95% 

CI [.10, .18], d = .95, than the difference of students’ performance between New questions 

and Repeated questions that were answered in SA format on the Quiz (M = .70, SD = .19), , p 

< .001, 95% CI [.05, .13], d = .65. 

 

 

Congruency of question format 

 Repeated questions could appear on the Intermediate Test both on Same Format and 

on Different Format as the question on the Quiz. For example, after answering a multiple-

choice question on the Quiz, students could answer it on the Intermediate Test on the Same 

format (MC) or on a Different format (SA). The same applies to Related questions, in which 

students could answer in the Same or Different format as their related questions on the Quiz.  

To understand if students performed better on Repeated questions whose format was 

the same as on Quiz, a 2 (Question Format: Multiple-Choice, Short-Answer) x 2 (Format 

Congruency: Same, Different) repeated measures ANOVA was conducted. There was a main 

effect for question format, F(1, 74) = 21.50, p < .001, 𝜂𝑝
2  = .23, with students performing 

better on MC questions (MMC = .76, SD = .16) than on SA questions (MSA = .69, SD = .22),   

p < .001, 95% CI [.04,.11]. There was no effect of format congruency, F(1, 74) = 1.09, p = 

.30, 𝜂𝑝
2  = .01. However, there was an interaction effect, F(1, 74) = 5.99, p = .02, 𝜂𝑝

2  = .08. 

Pairwise comparisons showed that there was a significantly better performance when MC 

questions were on the Same format (Msame = .79, SD = .21) rather than on Different (Mdif = 

.73, SD = .19), p < .05, 95% CI [.02, .12]. No differences were found between students’ 

performance on SA questions presented on Same format on Quizzes and Intermediate Test 

(Msame = .67, SD = .24) and Different format (Mdif = .70, SD = .26), p = .36, 95% CI [-.08, 

.03]. 
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For Related questions, that could be answered in the Same or Different format as 

their related questions on the Quiz, the same analysis was conducted. To understand if 

students performed better on Related questions whose format was the same as their related 

question on Quiz, a 2 (Question Format: Multiple-Choice, Short-Answer) x 2 (Format 

Congruency: Same, Different) repeated measures ANOVA was conducted. There was a main 

effect for questions format, F(1, 74) = 44.40, p < .001, 𝜂𝑝
2  = .38, with students performing 

better on MC questions (MMC = .77 , SD = .13) than on SA questions (MSA = .64 , SD = .18), 

p < .001, 95% CI [.09, .16]. There was no effect for format congruency, F(1, 74) = .66, p = 

.42, 𝜂𝑝
2  = .01; nor there was interaction effect, F(1, 74) = .30, p = .59, 𝜂𝑝

2  = .004.  

 

Accuracy for Repeated questions on Quiz and Intermediate Test 

For Repeated questions, we examined whether students had previously (on Quiz) 

answered the questions incorrectly or correctly, as well as their performance on the 

Intermediate Test. Hence, students could have answered each Repeated question correctly 

twice (“double correct”), incorrectly twice (“double error”), or correctly once [answering 

correctly on Quiz and incorrectly on the Intermediate Test, getting worse (“decrement”); or 

incorrectly on Quiz and correctly on the Intermediate Test, getting better (“increment”)]. We 

took also into account the fact that these questions could be on the Same or on a Different 

format. 

 On Table 3, it is observable that around 26% of the questions students had 

answered correctly on the Quiz, were also correctly answered on the Intermediate Test, both 

for Same format questions (Msame = .26) and for Different format questions (Mdif = .26). A 4 

(Accuracy: Double correct, Double error, Increment, Decrement) x 2 (Congruency: Same, 

Different) ANOVA showed a main effect of accuracy, F(3, 72) = 113.77, p < .001, 𝜂𝑝
2   = .61, 

with “Double correct” answers being significantly greater than Double errors, p < .001, 95% 

CI [.13,.22], Increment, p < .001, 95% CI [.12,.19] and Decrement, p < .001, 95% CI [.16, 

.24]. Decrement was significantly lower than Double error, p < .05, 95% CI [-.05, -.01] and 

Increment, p < .001, 95% CI [-.07, -.02]. No effect of congruency effect nor interaction effect 

were found (p > .05). 

Pairwise comparisons showed that the proportion of double errors was significantly 

larger for Same format than for Different format questions, p < .05, 95% CI [.00, .04], 

meaning that after answer incorrectly on the Quiz, students were more likely to answer also 

incorrectly if the format of the question is the Same on the Intermediate Test. Also, students 
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got worse (“decrement”) more frequently for Different format questions than for Same format 

questions, p < .05, 95% CI [.01, .03],  meaning that after answer correctly on the Quiz, 

students were more likely to answer incorrectly if the question format changed in the 

Intermediate Test. No differences were found for other Accuracy conditions regarding their 

congruency (p > .05). 

 

Table 3 – Accuracy (proportion) for Repeated question in each condition according to format 

congruency 

 Double correct 

M (SD) 

Double error 

M (SD) 

Increment 

M (SD) 

Decrement 

M (SD) 

Same format .26 (.11) .09 (.09) .10 (.06) .05 (.05) 

Different format .26 (.09) .07 (.06) .10 (.05) .07 (.06) 

 

Discussion 

This study aimed to examine if the testing effect, as well as if the retrieval-induced 

facilitation was transferable to genuine educational settings. Testing effect was observable 

through higher students’ performance for Repeated questions in comparison to New 

questions. Hence, results demonstrate the transferability of the testing effect for genuine 

educational settings, as previously established in literature (Bjork et al., 2014; McDaniel et 

al., 2013; McDaniel, Roediger, & McDermott, 2007; Glass et al., 2013). Moreover, results 

suggest a retrieval-induced facilitation of topically related information noticeable by higher 

students’ performance for Related questions in comparison to New questions, as previously 

found (Bjork et al., 2014; Chan, McDermott, & Roediger, 2006; Chan, 2009, 2010). 

Contrasting with findings from Wooldridge et al. (2014), the present study suggests that 

students may benefit from retrieval practice for related non-tested topics at the same level as 

the Repeated questions themselves since no differences were found between students’ 

performance on Repeated questions and Related questions. According to Wooldridge et al. 

(2014), teachers are not likely to repeat questions on a final exam identical to initial quiz 

questions. Based on our results finding, we can suggest teachers to use quizzes as retrieval 

practice and to use related questions on a final test, because students can benefit of testing 

even with related questions. 
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However, when we compared students’ performance for Repeated, Related and New 

questions on the Intermediate Test, taking into account the questions format, we noted that the 

testing effect only occurred for SA questions. This may be, in part, due to the fact that 

generally MC questions, as a recognition task, are easier than SA questions (recall task), so no 

benefit is observed for MC questions, while for questions that are more difficult, it is 

beneficial if the topic has been already tested. Even if some studies find the testing effect with 

MC questions (e.g., Bjork et al., 2014; Kang et al., 2007), others found evidence that testing 

effect does not always occur when the final test is a recognition task (Chan & McDermott, 

2007). More, Rowland (2014) found that recall final tests led to larger testing effects than 

recognition final tests, which is somewhat in line with the elaborative retrieval hypothesis (an 

effortful retrieval leads to the elaboration of the memory trace, making the information more 

likely to be retrieved later). Since the testing effect was more noticeable if the final task was a 

recall task, that is, a more effortful task, our results are congruent with this view. 

SA questions on the retrieval practice (Quiz) led to a significant smaller testing effect 

than MC questions, with students in the Intermediate Test answering correctly 75% of 

Repeated questions that had been MC on quiz, against 70% of Repeated questions that had 

been SA, when compared to New questions (61% of correct answers). However, as Rowland 

(2014) stated, more effortful or difficult tests should, in fact, produce larger testing effects, if 

feedback is provided. In the present study, no feedback was provided, which may justify the 

results. Although feedback, either immediate (Butler & Roediger, 2008) either delayed by one 

day (Kornell, 2014) or one week (Mullet, Butler, Verdin, von Borries, & Marsh, 2014) is 

proven to nullify the interference of errors on later performance, enhancing performance, it is 

rarely given in educational settings. In the University where this study was conducted, 

teachers usually give feedback to students by meeting with them individually for them to see 

their errors, but students do not take this chance often. Considering this reality, by not 

providing feedback to students, this study portrayed what usually happens, thus, giving proof 

that even without feedback, testing students may indeed enhance their performance. 

Besides, if the conditions of teaching and testing do not involve frequent feedback, 

multiple-choice quizzes may be the best option, as they may be considered a desirable 

difficulty in the classroom (Bjork et al., 2014). 

On the Intermediate Test, students’ performance was better when MC questions were 

previously answered on the Same format than if they had been SA questions before, but the 

inverse did not occur. This is partly congruent with the argument that MC questions might 

give students some kind of feedback (i.e. the four options) (Kang et al., 2007), since students 
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in the present study received no feedback after the Quizzes or the Intermediate Test. Also, on 

the Intermediate Test, MC questions still had the correct answer in the options to choose 

from, so students might easily recognize the correct answer. For the same reason, Related 

questions seem to benefit of the testing effect at the same degree, regardless of their format on 

the Intermediate Test. Applied to the testing effect, transfer appropriate processing hypothesis 

states that testing effect may mirror the cognitive processes utilized during the retrieval 

practice on a final test (in other words, if format on retrieval practice matches the format on 

the final test, it would be expected that matching tests would produce greater testing effects). 

Since students did not always benefit if the Repeated or Related questions on the Intermediate 

test were on the Same format as they were on the Quiz, these results do not seem to support 

the transfer appropriate processing explanation. 

When we take into account students’ performance on Quiz and Intermediate test, we 

understand they answer correctly both on Quiz and on the Intermediate test on around 52% of 

the Repeated questions, regardless of they being on the Same format or not (once more, 

results that do not support the explanation of the testing effect by the transfer appropriate 

processing hypothesis). Also, after answering incorrectly on Quiz, they get better on around 

20% of the Repeated questions. More interesting is the fact that when they answered 

incorrectly on the Quiz, students had higher probability of making errors on the Intermediate 

Test if the questions were on the Same format. As students did not receive feedback after the 

Quiz, they might thought their answer was correct, keeping the same answer they gave 

previously. Likewise, as the Repeated question was in the same exact format might act as a 

cue for the students’ previous (incorrect) answer. However, if the question format changed 

two things could have happened: 1) Even if students answered incorrectly on a SA question 

on quiz, the Repeated question would then be a MC question on the Intermediate Test, with 

four different options, one of them correct. 2) Students that answered incorrectly on a MC 

question on quiz, saw four possible options (one of them correct) and, when studying for the 

Intermediate Test, they could have used that information, answering correctly when the 

question was Repeated on the Intermediate Test, even on a SA format. The same rational may 

apply for the results showing that if they have answered correctly on the Quiz they had a 

higher probability of making errors if the question format changes: students could not be 

entirely secure of their answer on the Quiz, and when the questions were Repeated on a 

Different format, they would (incorrectly) change their answer, but they would maintain their 

answer if the question was Repeated on the Same format. 
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The testing effect occurred for SA questions regardless of the question format of 

retrieval practice. At the same time, Related questions also benefited from previous testing. 

These results are congruent with the idea that testing may promote the transfer of learning 

(Carpenter, 2012), either from one question format to another, either from tested information 

to related information. 

As Glass et al. (2013) showed, students perform better in topics tested on a final 

exam even four to five months after the end of the course, boosting learning beyond the 

context and timeline of the college course. As long-term learning is the main goal of 

education, future research should focus on the long-term effects of testing in learning, through 

a final exam that evaluates all learned contents, for example. 

Present results add to the growing research showing the benefits of testing beyond 

the laboratory and into educational settings. Benefits occurred not only for Repeated 

questions, but also for Related questions, and mostly for retrieval practice in the format of 

multiple-choice questions. This information may be useful to guide the way educators build 

evaluation methods in a way that promotes students’ learning. 
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